
This report looks at the following areas:

•• WherWhere are are Irish consumers pure Irish consumers purchasing wine?chasing wine?
•• What is the sizWhat is the size of the wine indue of the wine industrstry in Iry in Ireland?eland?
•• What impact will the changWhat impact will the changes tes to the legislation ro the legislation regegararding alcohol havding alcohol have one on

the wine induthe wine industrstry?y?
•• Who arWho are the ke the keey distributy distributors in the wine induors in the wine industrstry in Iry in Ireland?eland?
•• What arWhat are the alte the alternativernatives tes to consuming wine?o consuming wine?

Although wine sales having been declining in recent years, particularly in the
on-trade, and are forecast to continue doing so over the next five years, albeit
at a slower pace, the wine category still accounts for over a quarter of the
alcoholic drinks market throughout Ireland.

This report examines the importance of the wine industry to the overall
alcoholic drinks industry throughout the island of Ireland, and highlights the
factors Irish consumers consider important when purchasing wine, where they
are purchasing it and their attitudes towards wine.
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“With aggregate new product
launches declining, flavour
innovations similar to those
seen in the cider category
provide the drinks companies
serving the Irish wine industry
with an opportunity to
breathe fresh life into a
declining market and create
potentially lucrative new
revenue streams.”
James Wilson, Research
Analyst
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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